
DRSHD™ 1080p
High Definition Image Management Solution

To learn more about these and 
other innovative products, 

call 800-448-6506 or 
visit ConMed.com.
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DRSHD™ 1080p
Impeccable images where you need them, simply. 
From the OR to the patient consultation room, or the podium on stage, 
sharing your surgical movies and photos needs to be efficient.  Images 
should be easily accessible on your laptop, smartphone, and tablet. The 
DRSHD 1080p is specifically designed to produce eye-catching surgical 
images that are bright, crisp and easily accessible. Photos and movies 
are formatted to be easily imported into PowerPoint®, Keynote®, Prezi®, 
and other presentation software. You are able to leverage the hospital 
IT infrastructure for a fully integrated and interfaced surgical image 
management solution using the included DICOM and HL7 interfaces.

PowerPoint is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp.
Keynote is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc.
Prezi is a registered trademark of Prezi, Inc.

iPAD INTEGRATION



DRSHD™ 1080p Ordering Information

Perform 
-   Capture photos and movies directly 

from the HD endoscopy camera.

-   Broadcast quality HD images.

-   Simplified documentation of surgical 
and demographic information.

Present 
-   Apple, Microsoft, and the web 

friendly file types.

-   Streamlined iPhone,® Surface,™  
or Android™ tablet workflows.

-   Efficient file sizes designed 
to simplify creativity.

-   Print photos on medical grade 
printers and on network printers.

Access 
-   Save images to shared hospital 

network locations.

-   Record and burn Blu-ray™ disks.

-   Transport with USB, Compact Flash 
and other types of memory.

-   Locally archive over 150 hours of 
video and thousands of still images.

-   Leverage the PACS and EHR archives 
with DICOM and HL7 interfaces.

Description Catalog Number

DRSHD CPU, Digital Recording System DRSHD-1080P

DRSHD Touch Screen DRS02

Footswitch-2 Pedal, Record & Still Capture DRS03

Mini Keyboard with Touch Pad DRS07

Blu-ray is a trademark or registered trademark of Sony Corporation 
Android is a trademark or registered trademark of Google, Inc. 
Surface is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp. 
iPhone is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc. 
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